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ABSTRACT Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have become a powerful approach for single
image super-resolution (SISR). Recently, attention mechanisms are incorporated to enhance the network
performance further. However, most methods use them locally to gather and model information at a single
layer, which is not sufficient to capture the hierarchical relationship among various channels and restore
high-frequency features. Here, we propose an efficient dual attention mechanism, with a global cross-layer
attention (GCA) mechanism to emphasize high-frequency information learning by modeling cross-layer
feature dependencies, and a local enhanced attention (LEA) mechanism, complementing GCA by offering
attention-aware features for accurate feature fusion and also facilitating structure preservation. Experiments
demonstrate that our method adapts well to multiple image degradation models and performs favorably
against state-of-the-art methods.

INDEX TERMS Attention mechanism, convolutional neural networks, super-resolution.

I. INTRODUCTION
Single image super-resolution (SISR) aims at restoring a
high-resolution (HR) image from its low-resolution (LR)
capture, which is an ill-posed inverse process due to multiple
possible solutions existing for any LR input. There have
already been a great number of SISR methods in the vision
community [1]–[5]. However, these early developed methods
are plagued by inherent issues, such as being limited in
applications [1] and time-consuming in optimization [2].

In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have achieved significant success in SISR. The pioneers
were Dong et al. who proposed SRCNN [6] to achieve
remarkable improvements over previous methods. Further
investigations show that deeper networks can produce even
better reconstructions [7]–[12]. However, continuing to add
even more layers will further increase the efforts in training
the network. The attention mechanism [13] biases the allo-
cation of limited computational resources towards the most
informative content, which aligns with SISR that focuses on
reconstructing high-frequency information (e.g., textures and
edges) while paying relatively less effort in handling low-
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frequency information (e.g., background). Taking advantage
of CNNs and attention mechanisms, several attention-based
methods [14]–[17] obtained state-of-the-art results on most
datasets.

To design an attention mechanism in line with the nature
of the task, we here consider three main issues when using
CNNs for SISR:

• Different from high-level vision tasks, SISR does not
need the strong abstraction ability of the network but a
straightforward mapping in which limited information
in the LR image can be preserved in the super-resolution
(SR) image. Most existing methods [10], [11] leverage
residual learning [18] to alleviate information loss
when training a deep network. However, an additive
operation by a shortcut connection [18] is not sufficient
to highlight features with a high gradient value (e.g.,
textures and edges).

• SISR learns a hierarchy from edges to structures. CNNs
learn hierarchical features by stacking layers succes-
sively. However, most attention mechanisms [14]–[16]
gather and distribute resources in a local manner (i.e.,
at a single layer) that completely ignores the cross-layer
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hierarchical relationship, thus weakening the network
representation.

• Using small kernels throughout the network is a
conventional approach in most vision tasks. In SISR,
however, a small receptive field cannot capture the
overall structure, and thus easily results in structural
distortions in the SR image. On the other hand, using
large kernels in the network backbone will introduce a
lot of parameters.

To address these issues, we propose an efficient dual
attentionmechanism for SISR. Specifically, our contributions
are threefold:
• We propose a global cross-layer attention (GCA) mech-
anism based on the bilinear model. GCA gathers cross-
layer hierarchical features and learns informative joint
representations to enhance the information delivery and
model discriminability for high-frequency information.

• We propose a local enhanced attention (LEA) mecha-
nism to provide reliable prior knowledge for accurate
feature fusion in GCA. LEA also facilitates structure
preservation in the SR image with a small number of
parameters.

• We propose an efficient dual attention network (DAN)
by leveraging residual learning, GCA and LEA. Exper-
iments on benchmark datasets with multiple image
degradation models prove that our method obtains
better quantitative and visual results over state-of-the-art
methods.

II. RELATED WORK
Over the past decade, there has already been a large body
of research on SISR. With the development of CNNs,
CNN-based SISRmethods are superior to traditional methods
onmost datasets. The collaboration between CNNs and atten-
tion mechanisms further achieves significant improvements.
Here, we briefly review some works especially close to our
study.

A. CNN-BASED SISR
CNN-based SISR aims at learning a direct end-to-end
mapping between the LR image and the HR image. Most
existing methods focus on informative feature extraction to
make the recovered image more faithful to the ground-truth.

Dong et al. proposed SRCNN [6] that achieved significant
improvements over interpolation-based methods, which was
the first demonstration of the effectiveness of CNNs on
SISR tasks. The authors further proposed FSRCNN [19] to
accelerate the training and inference. Kim et al. introduced
VDSR [12] with 20 weighted layers and exploited residual
learning [18] to alleviate training difficulty. Tai et al.
leveraged recursive learning and memory blocks for SISR
[20], [21]. Learning from high-level vision tasks that deeper
networks tend to achieve better results, Lim et al. proposed a
heavy network EDSR and MDSR [10] by stacking designed
residual blocks horizontally and vertically. The authors
also pointed out that removing activation functions after

shortcut connections can substantially increase the network
performance. In addition to stack residual blocks in the
network backbone, some models (e.g., MemNet [21] and
RDN [11]) also exploited dense blocks [22] to hierarchically
assemble extracted information from previous convolutional
layers. Another branch of study (e.g., SRGAN [23] and
EnhanceNet [24]) employed GAN [25] and perceptual
loss [26] to make results more photo-realistic. Although
GAN-based methods can considerably alleviate blurring
artifacts, they easily produce serious structural distortions in
the recovered image [27].

B. ATTENTION MECHANISMS
Attention mechanisms initially designed for natural language
processing have been widely adopted by various vision tasks.
The attentionmechanism, like the human visual system, tends
to focus on the salient elements when capturing information.
Recent attention mechanisms can be classified into two
categories. The first models the pair-wise relation among
positions or channels [28]–[30], and the second relies on
learnable parameters to dynamically recalibrate position-
wise or channel-wise features [31]–[35]. However, most
existing attention mechanisms originally designed for high-
level vision tasks are not necessarily applicable to SISR.

Some research has attempted to design specific atten-
tion mechanisms for SISR. To improve the discriminabil-
ity for different kinds of information, Zhang et al. [14]
exploited a channel-wise attention mechanism to focus
on high-frequency channels and obtained notable results.
Dai et al. [15] improved upon the first-order pooling and
proposed a second-order attention mechanism for more
powerful high-order representations. Liu et al. [16] stacked
multiple convolutional layers in an attention block to
capture more spatial context with the large receptive field.
Niu et al. [17] leveraged non-local operations [13], [28] to
learn the holistic interactions among channels and spatial
positions.

III. METHOD
Given a single RGB LR image ILR ∈ R3×H×W with
the height H and width W as input to a CNN, the first
convolutional layer uses C kernels to extract its features and
generates feature responses X ∈ RC×H×W , where C is the
number of channels. By stacking multiple layers, the network
can extract a substantial number of features for the SR output
ISR ∈ R3×H×W . We incorporate attention mechanisms to
make the extracted features more informative.

A. GLOBAL CROSS-LAYER ATTENTION
The channel attention mechanism following the squeeze-
excitation approach [31] enhances the network to discrimi-
nate between low-frequency and high-frequency information
in recovering an HR image [14]. It has a general form as

sc =W2W1 h(Xn) =W2W1z, (1)
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where the 3D tensor Xn ∈ RC×H×W is a collection of feature
responses at layer n. The vector z = h(Xn) ∈ RC represents
the channel statistics that are expressive for the whole feature
responses, computed by the global average pooling function
h(·) that averagesXn along the spatial dimensionsH×W . The
vector sc ∈ RC is a set of channel weights for recalibrating
channel-wise features. The learnable matrices W2 ∈ RC×C

r

and W1 ∈ R
C
r ×C make sc dynamically conditioned on Xn,

where r is the selection ratio. We omit the feature activation
function for simplicity.

The bilinear model [36] considers the pair-wise inter-
play among features and achieves a richer representation.

We define a vector xn =
[
x(1)n x(2)n . . . x(C)n

]T
∈ RC and take

a single feature response x(C)n ∈ RH×W as a scalar, where C
is the channel descriptor of the spatial dimensions H ×W on
Xn. Therefore, the bilinear model is defined by

g(i) =
C∑
p=1

C∑
q=1

t (i)(p) (q)x(p)n x(q)n = xTnT
(i)xn, (2)

where T(i)
∈ RC×C is an observation matrix, and i is the

index of the observation matrix. To decrease the number of
parameters and computational resources required, we reduce
the rank of T(i) and rewrite Equation (2) as

g(i) = xTn (W
(i)
1 )TW(i)

0 xn =W(i)
1 xn �W(i)

0 xn, (3)

g = W1xn �W0xn, (4)

where T(i) is factorized into low-rank matricesW(i)
1 ∈ R

C
r ×C

andW(i)
0 ∈ R

C
r ×C [37], [38], and� represents the Hadamard

product. Then, we model the fused content g for channel
statistics and obtain the adaptive channel weights

sc = σ (W2 h(g)) = σ (W2 h(W1xn �W0xn)), (5)

where σ is a sigmoid activation to restrict the weights to
be between 0 and 1. The learnable matrices W2, W1 and
W0 are instantiated by convolutional layers. We argue that
features from a single convolutional layer are still too limited
to capture the hierarchical relationship among different
channels. Therefore, we leverage the feature responses
Xm ∈ RC×H×W from a previous layer m to expand the
coverage of gathered statistics and propose a global cross-
layer attention mechanism

s̃c = σ (W2 h(W1xn �W0xm)). (6)

We denote the hyperparameter d = n−m to be the distance
between the two layers. Finally, we recalibrate Xn to obtain
the global attention features X̃n by broadcasting the channel
weights along the spatial dimensions

X̃n = s̃c � Xn. (7)

1) DISCUSSION
GCA enjoys two advantages. First, it gathers bilinear features
and models cross-layer feature dependencies to enhance
the network representation for high-order patterns (e.g.,

textures). Second, it improves the model discriminabil-
ity by implicitly steering the current layer to learn the
salient features (i.e., high-frequency information) based on
prior knowledge from previous layers. Context modeling
xTn (W

(i)
1 )TW(i)

0 xn in Equation (3) was first presented in
the scaled dot-product attention for natural language pro-
cessing [13] and exploited by Wang et al. [28] for vision
tasks. However, non-local operations [15], [17], [28] on
feature responses require substantial computational burden.
In contrast, GCA adopts the factorized form and the
Hadamard product to obtain the context to be modeled
with a small memory footprint. Moreover, GCA can be
considered as a variant of non-local operationswhen elements
required for the pair-wise relation among positions are
generated by different layers, which resembles GCNet [35]
that recalibrates channel-wise features based on the statistics
gathered by global context modeling.

B. LOCAL ENHANCED ATTENTION
To ensure that each individual layer extracts informative fea-
tures and provides instructive prior knowledge for succeeding
successive layers, we propose a local enhanced attention
mechanism and obtain local attention features X̂m such that

ss = σ (Wβ fd (WαXm)), (8)

X̂m = ss � Xm, (9)

where Wβ ∈ R1×C
r and Wα ∈ R

C
r ×C are convolutional

layers for dimensionality reduction. We use fd (·) to represent
three successive Atrous convolutions [39]. Using a large
receptive field that can learn more spatial context is favorable
to SISR [16], [40]. We thus exploit Atrous convolutions to
expand the receptive field while no extra parameters are used.

1) DISCUSSION
LEA has two advantages. First, it captures and models more
spatial context efficiently, which helps to know focused
spatial locations [39] and restore the overall structure in
the SR image. Second, the highlighted features at layer m
guide the following layer n to know what and where [32] to
learn in feature fusion in GCA, ensuring that layer n at least
does not perform worse. Compared with RFANet [16] that
stacks multiple groups of layers in an attention module for
the large receptive field, LEA using dilation in the kernel is
more lightweight. Another alternative to capture more spatial
context in a feature response is to exploit weighted layers
to combine a large area of features in the spatial dimension,
which can also learn the relationship among spatial features
with more parameters. In contrast, our LEA tends to seek
a good trade-off between performance and computational
resources.

C. VARIANTS OF GCA AND LEA
In addition to one of the variants discussed in Equation (5) in
which elements GCAmodels are generated by the same layer
(i.e., d = 0). Here, we consider other possible variants:
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FIGURE 1. Schematic illustration of an efficient dual attention block (DAB).

• GCA performs a position-wise attention mechanism.
Then, Equation (6) can be written as

s̃s = σ (W2(W1xn �W0xm)), (10)

where W2 ∈ R1×C
r . We denote this variant as GCA-S.

• LEA performs a channel-wise attention mechanism as
RCAN [14]. We denote this variant as LEA-C.

In Section IV-D, we will discuss how these variants and their
combinations affect the network performance.

D. NETWORK STRUCTURE
Residual learning [18] is beneficial not only to high-level
vision tasks [41], [42] but also to SISR [11], [14], [15].
Therefore, we incorporate residual learning, GCA and LEA
to propose an efficient dual attention block (DAB), as shown
in Fig. 1. We then construct an efficient dual attention
network (DAN) by stacking multiple DABs. We summarize
that CNN-based SISR can be divided into feature extraction
and feature rearrangement. The former outputs shallow
features FS and deep features FD such that

FS = HS (ILR), (11)

FD = HD(FS ), (12)

where HS (·) is instantiated by a convolutional layer, and
HD(·) represents multiple stacked DABs. Feature rearrange-
ment exploits extracted deep features to compose ISR, which
is instantiated by a post-upscaling module HU (·) [43]

ISR = HR(HU (FD)), (13)

where HR(·) is instantiated by a convolutional layer for the
output with specific dimensions.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. SETTINGS
1) DATASETS, METRICS AND DEGRADATION
We use 800 HR images from DIV2K [44] for training
and choose 5 benchmark datasets Set5 [45], Set14 [46],
B100 [47], Urban100 [48] and Manga109 [49] for testing.
We evaluate all SR results with PSNR and SSIM [50] on
the luminance channel when the image is transformed to the
YCbCr color space. We adopt three degradation models to
simulate LR images. First, bicubic down-sampling (denoted
as BI) is used to generate LR images with the scaling factors
×3 and×4. Second, we blur HR images by a Gaussian kernel

and down-sample them with the scaling factor ×3 (denoted
as BD) [51]. Third, we degrade HR images with the scaling
factor ×3 by BI and add 30% Gaussian noise (denoted as
DN) [11].

2) TRAINING DETAILS
We randomly extract 16 patches with 48× 48 pixels in each
batch, and augment them by 90◦, 180◦, 270◦ rotation and
horizontal flipping. We set d = 9, r = 16 and the number
of DABs b = 30. Our model is optimized with L1 loss and
trained byADAM [52]. The learning rate is initialized to 10−4

and decreases by half for every 200 epochs.We implement all
experiments on Pytorch on an Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU.

B. RESULTS WITH BI, BD, AND DN DEGRADATION
We compare our method with several state-of-the-art CNN-
based methods. Following recent research [14], [15], we use
the self-ensemble strategy [53] to boost DAN further and
denote it as DAN+. For a fair comparison, DAN+ is not
directly compared with other methods.

1) QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
Table 1 and Table 2 present quantitative results for ×3 and
×4 SR with BI degradation, respectively. DAN performs
favorably against other attention-based methods (i.e., RCAN,
SAN and HAN) by using almost a quarter less parameters.
For BD degradation (see Table 3), our method has the
excellent performance and outperforms other methods on
all the datasets. Especially, we obtain up to 0.5 dB PSNR
gain over RDN on Urban100 andManga109. The remarkable
PSNR gain we achieve for DN degradation (see Table 4)
indicates that the recovered images have less Gaussian
noise and more details. With self-ensemble, DAN+ shows
good improvements on all the datasets against DAN. The
consistently high performance proves that our method is well
adapted to multiple degradation models.

2) VISUAL RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows visual comparisons. We observe from image
ppt3 that most methods suffer from serious blurring artifacts.
Similar results are observed in img_004 where most methods
hardly reconstruct densely distributed holes. In contrast,
DAN considerably removes the noticeable blurring artifacts
and recovers more informative details. In image Yumeiro-
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TABLE 1. Quantitative results of PSNR/SSIM for ×3 SR with BI degradation. The best and second-best results are highlighted and underlined.

TABLE 2. Quantitative results of PSNR/SSIM for ×4 SR with BI degradation. The best and second-best results are highlighted and underlined.

TABLE 3. Quantitative results of PSNR/SSIM for ×3 SR with BD degradation. The best and second-best results are highlighted and underlined.

TABLE 4. Quantitative results of PSNR/SSIM for ×3 SR with DN degradation. The best and second-best results are highlighted and underlined.
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FIGURE 2. Visual results for ×3 SR with BI degradation on Set14 (1st row), ×4 SR with BI degradation on Urban100 (2nd row), ×3 SR with BD degradation
on Manga109 (3rd row) and ×3 SR with DN degradation on Urban100 (4th row).

TABLE 5. Investigations into the effects of GCA and LEA on Set14 and
Urban100 for ×3 SR with BI degradation.

Cooking, some methods provide texture aberrations and
still contain blurring artifacts. Compared with the ground-
truth, SAN and DAN obtain more faithful results, but the
latter recovers clearer textures. RDN and SRFBN suffer
from structural distortions when recovering lattices in image
img_099, whereas DAN obtains sharper edges.

Both quantitative and visual results demonstrate that DAN
is capable of recovering complex textures with high-order
patterns and preserving fine structures. The comparison
with other attention-based methods [14]–[17] indicates the
superiority of our dual attention mechanism that emphasizes
efficient high-frequency information learning.

C. INVESTIGATIONS INTO EFFECTS OF GCA AND LEA
We verify the effectiveness of GCA and LEA while
keeping the same parameters (see Table 5). Without GCA
and LEA, the backbone of DAN shares similar features
with ResNet [18]. We observe the improvements on both
datasets when using GCA or LEA solely compared with

the backbone. Particularly, GCA boosts the network perfor-
mance on Set14 with rich textures, while LEA helps the
reconstruction on Urban100 with rich structural information.
Further enhancements when simultaneously exploiting GCA
and LEA indicate that LEA offers accurate attention-aware
features for GCA to learn refined joint representations with
more informative features. Similar improvements are also
observed when we employ EDSR [10] as the network
backbone. Although EDSR uses more than 3 times the
number of parameters over DAN, the performance gain
achieved with the help of GCA and LEA is marginal, which
may imply that the proposed attentionmechanism couldmake
most parameters redundant or could be degraded in a very
deep network.

D. INVESTIGATIONS INTO VARIANTS OF GCA AND LEA
We study how the variants of GCA and LEA and their
combinations affect the network performance (see Table 6).
We denote GCA with d = 0 as GCA-0. When using
GCA-0 only, the results are slightly better than RCAN due
to extra parameters from W0. We implement GCA-0 and
LEA in a sequential manner [32] and observe an increase in
SSIM.WhenGCA is also implemented to perform a position-
wise attention mechanism, the collaboration between GCA-S
and LEA makes the network blind to the most meaningful
channels. A similar interpretation can be used for the
collaboration between LEA-C and GCA —— the network
is blind to the most informative positions. We also study
the combination of GCA-S and LEA-C. One of the possible
reasons for the decrease in SSIM is that GCA-S does not
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TABLE 6. Investigations into the variants of GCA and LEA on Set14 for ×3 SR with BD degradation.

FIGURE 3. Performance and parameters on Manga109 for ×3 SR with BD
degradation.

TABLE 7. Approximate execution time for training DAN on DIV2K.

enlarge the receptive field and is not sufficient for fine
structure preservation.

E. MODEL PERFORMANCE AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In Fig. 3, we compare our method with several state-of-
the-art SR methods on Manga109 for ×3 SR with BD
degradation in the aspect of the performance and model
complexity. We observe a trend that the deeper the network
with more parameters, the better the results. However,
our DAN achieves a higher score by using much fewer
parameters than RCAN, SAN and RDN, which is sufficient to
validate the effectiveness of our method.Moreover, we obtain
a great trade-off between the performance and required
computational resources when achieving better PSNR with
slightly more parameters than RFANet. In Table 7, we present
the approximate execution time for training our models on
DIV2K to obtain the aforementioned scores (Tables 1, 2, 3, 4
and 6). Each epoch takes around 8 minutes for ×3 SR and
10 minutes for ×4 SR. Based on the pre-trained parameters
for BI ×3 SR, we use transfer learning to train the rest of the
models (i.e., BI ×4 SR, BD ×3 SR and DN ×3 SR).

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an efficient dual attention mecha-
nism for SISR. Specifically, the global cross-layer attention
based on the bilinear model gathers cross-layer hierarchical
features and models informative joint representations for
efficient high-frequency information learning. The local

enhanced attention based on successive Atrous convolutions
learns contextual information on spatial dimensions and
offers refined prior knowledge for bilinear feature fusion.
Experiments for×3 SR or×4 SR with BI, BD and DN image
degradationmodels show the superiority of our proposed dual
attention mechanism.
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